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ABSTRACT
MAPGrid (Mobile APplications on Grids) system enables
the delivery of services to mobile users by exploiting het-
erogenous and intermittently available grid resources. In
this paper, we present techniques of cost-effective resource
discovery and dynamic resource reprovisioning on grid prox-
ies when context of system environment (e.g. application,
network, resource, mobile device) change in infrastructure
based wireless networks (e.g. cellular or WLAN). Especially,
we focus on how to adapt to dynamic changes of user mo-
bility patterns. We show that the MAPGrid system pro-
vides an infrastructure support for enabling and effectively
enhancing mobile applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Performance

Keywords
Mobile computing, grid computing

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile multimedia applications are becoming ubiquitous

and are projected to be the dominant applications in next
generation mobile systems. These applications have distinc-
tive performance and processing requirements which tend to
make them extremely resource hungry. They also have di-
verse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements that determine
the utility of the (perceived) information to the end-user.
Due to resource constraints in mobile devices and dynamic
conditions in wireless networks, achieving sustained QoS be-
tween the service provider (server) and mobile device is dif-
ficult. This has brought about an enhanced interest in in-
frastructure support for mobile multimedia applications. A
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recent trend is to utilize resources in the path of service, i.e.
network proxies to provide localized computation and stor-
age to enable distributed and ubiquitous service availabil-
ity. The proxy approach attempts to use available resources
in the wired networks within close proximity to the mobile
device to support strategies such as proxy caching [22],
proxy-based transcoding [20] or task-offloading [21] that
can alleviate stringent resource needs of mobile multimedia
applications. However, these intermediate resources must
be discovered and deployed effectively. We have been devel-
oping a mobile grid infrastructure called MAPGrid ( Mobile
APplications on Grids), where grid resources are used as
proxy servers to enable mobile multimedia applications [2].

We argue that our proxy-based resource scheduling and
data placement approaches take into account of the intermit-
tently availability of grid proxies [10, 11] that other proxy-
based solutions fail to consider. Research efforts of grid
computing technologies have focused on developing and im-
plementing computation task scheduling [23] and data repli-
cation [24] techniques for computational-intensive and data-
intensive scientific applications. Directly utilizing such tech-
niques to implement the above proposed MAPGrid system
will not lead to optimal performance [13, 15], because they
do not account for mobility of users and hence are unable
to support mobile multimedia applications.

In this paper, we discuss static and dynamic aspects of
the resource allocation problem, i.e. selecting optimal grid
proxies to service mobile requests. We present how dynamic
adaptation can sustain QoS guarantees under changing net-
work, device and system conditions in a cost effective man-
ner. We argue that context (application, network, resource,
device) plays a crucial role in effective resource discovery
for mobile applications. We illustrate how to integrate the
dynamic changes non-intrusively into a wide-area mobile in-
frastructure for enhancing mobile multimedia applications.

In this paper, QoS-aware mobile applications are sup-
ported by a generalized architecture as follows. A con-
text repository keeps information of system environments
(e.g. network resources, availability of grid proxies). A re-
quest containing QoS parameters is initiated at a mobile
device. The broker utilizes the resource availability infor-
mation stored in the context repository (maintained by an
adaptive context collection module) to decide an optimal al-
location of network, server or grid proxy resources to service
this mobile request. Grid proxies can be volunteer servers
(VSs) from the network. Significant changes in the avail-
ability of the allocated VSs will trigger the resource reprovi-
sioning process to adapt the resource allocation accordingly.
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When the request terminates, the resources are reclaimed
along the connection. The objective of our developed tech-
niques for MAPGrid system is to support diverse QoS re-
quirements of mobile applications while improving overall
system performance in terms of user QoS experience, client
admission ratio, grid throughput and grid utilization.

2. GRID RESOURCE DISCOVERY AND
RESOURCE REPROVISIONING FOR
MOBILE APPLICATIONS

In the MAPGrid system,a mobile user initiates a multi-
media request, R<VID,T,itinerary(opt)>, where VID iden-
tifies the requested video object, T represents the whole
service period, and the itinerary contains user’s mobility in-
formation (NULL, if no mobility information is available).
Given mobile requests and information of grid resource avail-
abilities, the static resource discovery attempts to increase
the overall acceptance of requests in the system by selecting
optimal grid resources for each mobile request, while satis-
fying users’ QoS requirements. QoS needs can be expressed
as user-perceived quality needs (e.g. video quality) that are
translated into lower level application/system parameters.
The QoS requirements e.g. required network transmission
bandwidth, will be determined by streaming a certain video
streaming object. QoS statements may specify constraints
on timing, availability, security and resource utilization at
various levels of abstraction. For instance, timing based QoS
requirements can be specified using abstract properties such
as correct/timely data delivery and uninterrupted service.
These properties can be translated to concrete application
parameters such as jitter, end-to-end delay, synchronization
skew and/or concrete resource requirements such as network
and disk bandwidth and buffer requirements [26]. Resources
required to support these multidimensional notions of QoS
in mobile applications can be in form of computation (CPU),
storage, bandwidth, memory or services that must continue
to be available as the user moves in the mobile infrastruc-
ture.

2.1 Mobility-driven Grid Resource
Reprovisioning

In our previous work, we proposed a phased approach [14]
that divides the whole service period T into non-overlapping
chunks (possibly of different sizes), each of which is mapped
to an appropriate grid proxy (VS) e.g. the one that is geo-
graphically close and lightly loaded. A graph theoretic tech-
nique is developed [12] for selecting an optimal set of grid
resources to service each chunk. Decisions are made by con-
sidering all the following factors: (a) intermittent availabil-
ity of VSs, (b) currently allocated workloads and predicted
future workloads on VSs, and (c) user’s distance to VSs.
The problem of discovering intermittently available VSs is
solved as a maximum flow problem. A feasible maximum
flow solution that meets resource constraints corresponds to
a possible scheduling solution; the basic solution has been
adapted to develop a family of policies that cater to vari-
ous application QoS needs. Video objects are also divided
into equal-sized segments. Corresponding video segments
are downloaded onto selected grid proxies. The selected
VSs process the request by transcoding the video segment
and transmits the video stream via wireless links to mo-
bile clients. We have shown [14] that the above approach

effectively increases client admission ratio, improves grid re-
source utilization and reduces network transmission cost.

However, it is difficult to accurately discover and provi-
sion resources using static methods for the entire duration
of a service, especially when there is no prior knowledge of
how a user moves during service time. In general, random-
ness of client mobility will not affect the service completion
ratio once the request has been scheduled, since the sched-
uled VS ’s are connected to the access point (base station)
of the mobile client via a wired network. However, due to
changes in client itinerary, the pre-assigned VS (originally
within close proximity to the mobile host) may no longer be
optimal; increased path lengths can introduce additional de-
lays, jitter and network traffic. To adapt to dynamic mobil-
ity changes, we devise a distance-based approach to enable
mobility-based rescheduling that determines a new reassign-
ment between a VS and the mobile client MC during its
service time. The mobility-based rescheduling process de-
termines whether a reconfiguration is needed and when to
select a new VS for the request. We define a benefit factor:

benefit =
dist(newAvailableV S, currentMClocation)

dist(preselectedV S, currentMClocation)
.

(1)
When the benefit factor value exceeds a predefined thresh-
old, a VS rescheduling is triggered. For example, a thresh-
old value of 0.1 implies that if the distance between the
MC and a new available VS is smaller than 10% of the
distance between the MC and the pre-selected VS, then a
new rescheduling process can be triggered. The frequency
of rescheduling and the selection of a threshold value are af-
fected by many factors, such as: locations of available VSs,
clients’ mobility patterns, etc. In section 3, we will present
our studies on how different threshold values affect frequency
of rescheduling events. We aim to make rescheduling deci-
sions that help relocate closer grid proxy resources to service
the mobile request when its itinerary changes, while avoid-
ing frequent changes of service connections (reducing the
number of possible rescheduling) in future movements.

However, dynamic rescheduling requests on new proxies
may require those proxies to replicate/cache requested data
of mobile clients. This may cause unexpected overload situ-
ations that deteriorate system performance. An overload is
defined as a situation when there is insufficient proxy cache
for a new incoming user. In the next section, we will address
how to reduce overloads by applying prediction techniques.

2.2 Overload-driven Mobility-aware Caching
on Grid Proxies

In [25], we proposed proactive caching techniques that
determine how to allocate proxy cache periodically to avoid
proxy overloads in the next period. In [15], we also de-
veloped an intelligent data placement technique for plac-
ing mobile objects on intermittently available grid proxies.
We presented a two-tier architecture, where the upper tier
captures grid related features, e.g. intermittent availability
of grid proxies and the lower tier captures features associ-
ated with the mobile environment, e.g. data request pat-
terns of mobile users. By exploiting the knowledge of client
mobility patterns, device energy profiles and grid resource
availability, we determine the localized computational and
storage resources within the grid for enhancing overall user
experiences for mobile applications [11,13]. The above tech-
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niques are executed periodically based on prediction of sys-
tem workload for the next period of time. However, signifi-
cant workload variations can be caused by dynamic changes
to user mobility and request access patterns. Therefore,
when a mobile client’s request is rescheduled to a grid proxy
and a certain amount of cache space is requested, the deci-
sion on how much cache space of the proxy can be issued
to this request should be based on a number of factors: e.g.
current available cache space of this proxy, the number of
total serviced mobile hosts by this proxy, and the predicted
number of overloads calculated at the end of last period.

In order to achieve fairness, we differentiate four types
of conditions and deal with them separately as the follows.
Case 1: When at the end of last period, it was predicted that
there would be no overloads in the current period of time,
on-demand dynamic cache adaptation will give as much cache
space of the proxy as possible to this new request. Case 2:
If a certain number of overloads are predicted in this period,
but there is enough cache space available for a new mobile
client’s request, then the proxy will still give the requested
cache space to this mobile client. On the other hand, if there
is no enough cache space for this new request, then to be
fair, on-demand dynamic cache adaptation will try to give
this new request the average cache size that would be given
to all other mobile clients. This is calculated as CAVE(m),
the average cache size for m mobile clients who are currently
accessing the proxy cache. Comparing CAVE(m) and cur-
rent available free cache space (Cava) will lead two other
situations, case 3 and case 4. Case 3: when the current
available proxy cache is larger than CAVE(m), each request
will get cache space depending on the number of future pre-
dicted overloads in that time period. A new average cache
space value is calculated. If there have already been a larger
number of overloads happened than that was predicted, we
will not take the overloads predicted in the last period into
considerations. Case 4: when current available proxy cache
is smaller than CAVE(m), we regard this request as a new
overload, we still try to give the amount of cache space cal-
culated by case 3, but we may need to release some cache
space to accommodate all requests. The procedure of re-
leasing cache space is based on the increasing order of data
access frequency and the decreasing order of data object
sizes. In section 3, we will show that an integration of the
above dynamic caching approach and our previously pro-
posed proactive caching can significantly reduce proxy over-
loads.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present and evaluate our simulation re-

sults. System performance of resource discovery and repro-
visioning strategies are studied under various VS configura-
tions and host mobility patterns. We simulate a cellular sys-
tem with 100 cells. The basic video server configuration used
in this simulation includes 50 grid proxies (VSs) distributed
evenly in an area of cellular network; each with a storage of
100 GB and network transfer bandwidth of 100Mbps. We
set the duration of each video that ranges from 30 minutes
to 2 hours; network transmission bandwidth ranges from
500 kbps to 2 Mbps. The shortest segment of a video object
can run for 10 minutes. We characterize incoming mobile
requests to the broker by using a Zipfian distribution [16].
This request pattern determines the number of requests that
will be issued to different data objects by users over time.

We model availability of grid proxies via notion of time
maps, which represents the available resources of the prox-
ies at different time intervals. Specifically, we use the ser-
vice time map for VSs to keep the information of when the
VS will be available during the span of a day. We study
three approaches to model the time map of each server. (1)
Uniform availability: all VSs are available (or unavailable)
for an equal amount of time; and the VSs are divided into
groups, such that within each group, the time distribution
covers the entire 24-hour day. In our simulations, we use
the uniform availability with duration set to 6 hours as the
basic time map strategy. We also executed the entire set of
experiments with a variety of continuity or total availability
for time maps. (2) For random availability, we randomly
choose the number of hours when a server is available for
each day. The time at which a server is available is also ran-
domly chosen on a per-hour basis; hence the available times
may be continuous, discontinuous or partially continuous.
(3) Total availability: all VSs are available all the time.

Our studies focus on three host mobility patterns shown in
Fig. 1: (a) Random movement: the mobile node will travel
at any speed, heading in any direction. (b) Constant veloc-
ity with intermediate halt: a linear straight moving pattern
with one long stop where the node remains stationary. (c)
Clustered movement: there exist more than two cell clusters
between which the mobile client moves back and forth; the
clusters are geographically distant.

 

(b) Constant Velocity
with intermediate halt

(a) Random movement

(c) Clustered movement

Stop

Figure 1: Three main moving patterns

To characterize random mobility of individual nodes, we
use the incremental mobility model [6], where mobile hosts
are distributed randomly and move freely in a closed cov-
erage area. The movement of the mobile host is repre-
sented by its velocity vector −→v = (v, θ), where v is the
speed and θ is its direction. The location of the mobile
host (x, y) and its velocity are updated periodically every δt
time units as follows: θ(t + δt) = θ(t) + δθ and v(t + δt) =
min[max(v(t) + δv, 0), Vmax] . Vmax is the maximal mobile
velocity; δv is the velocity change which is uniformly distrib-
uted within (−Amax · δt, Amax · δt) , Amax is the maximum
acceleration or deceleration. δθ is the change in the mobile
client’s direction and uniformly distributed in (−α·δt, α·δt),
where α is the maximal angular change of the mobile host’s
direction per unit time. By adding constraints on the para-
meters of the incremental mobility model, we generate other
mobility patterns. Also, we set Amax as 85 mph (135kph),
so that the speed varies between a car driving velocity and
a steady entity (0kph), and vary the size of the cells from
100m to 20km [17]. Given space limitation, for each of the
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following study, we only show results for one of the above
three mobility models. In fact, results under the other two
mobility models can draw the same conclusions.
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Figure 2: Performance of selecting multiple grid
proxies for mobile services

Robustness to changes in mobility: We compare the
traditional single server approach (where only one proxy ser-
vices the whole request duration) and multiple servers’ ap-
proach (when multiple grid proxies are selected to service a
mobile request). As shown in Fig. 2 (under random move-
ment), the multiple servers’ approach significantly increases
acceptance ratio in the system. As shown in Table 1, it also
reduces the distance between the selected VS and mobile
client when sizes of smallest data partitions are reduced.

Table 1: The average distance between the selected
VS and the mobile host when service is partitioned
in different sizes

The size of partitioned The average distance between the
segment (in minutes) selected VS and the mobile client

30 1.121927
20 1.090445
10 1.020738

We study the effect of distance-based mobility tracking
process. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the number of rescheduling
processes will differ significantly under different threshold
values. This result suggests that if we want to achieve less
than two average rescheduling events for a single request,
the threshold hold value should be less than 0.3 (30%).

Impact of the number of mobile hosts: In this ex-
periment, we evaluate the sensitivity of caching adaptations
to the number of mobile hosts. Fig. 4 (under constant ve-
locity with intermediate halt model) shows that when the
traffic gets heavier, cache adaptations will be more effective
when reducing the number of overloads. For instance, when
there are 400 mobile clients in this simulation environment,
cache adaptation policies can reduce 30% of the overloads
compared to the on-demand LRU caching technique. But
when there are 1500 mobile clients, our caching approach
can reduce 70% of the overloads.

Impact of proxy cache size: Fig. 5 shows how proxy
cache capacity affects caching performance. Obviously, given
the same system traffic loads (the same number of mobile
hosts), increasing proxy cache sizes can significantly reduce
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Figure 3: The number of rescheduling events under
different threshold values

Figure 4: Performance of proxy caching under dif-
ferent number of mobile hosts

system overloads with either caching policy. However, when
each proxy has limited cache capacity (e.g. less than 40MB)
the combined caching policy (proactive and dynamic to-
gether) successfully prevent leaps in system overloads.

Impact of grid availability patterns: Fig. 6 presents
the impact of various time map models on our proposed
resource allocation approach. It compares the Faststartup
(a type of multiple-server approach) and Single VS policy
proposed in [14] when in random movement mobility pat-
tern. We observe that Faststartup policy has a much higher
number of completed requests as compared to a Single VS.
This is especially true when the total VS availabilities (time
for which each VS is up) is small; similar results are ob-
served when VS time continuities (period for which a VS is
continuously available) is small.

We also study the impact of cell sizes and host velocities
on different policies. Given space limitation, we are not able
to show all results. In summary, high speeds facilitate easy
partitioning of a service period. Our proposed adaptations
are not sensitive to variations of cell size and host velocity.
They are resilient to dynamic changes in mobility patterns
and can significantly improve request completion ratios un-
der unpredictable system conditions.
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Figure 5: Performance of proxy caching under dif-
ferent cache capacities
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Figure 6: Impact of grid availability patterns

4. RELATED WORK AND FUTURE PLANS
The InviNet project [19] presents an architecture to ad-

dress issues of mobile access to grids. More projects are
seeking solutions for enabling grid-based mobile applications
or resource sharing among mobile hosts in grid infrastruc-
ture, e.g. K*Grid [7], AKOGRIMO [27], MoGrid [4], Mobile
OGSI.NET [3] and the wireless grid project [18]. GridLab [5]
project develops Grid Application Toolkits (GAT) that al-
lows access from J2ME-enabled mobile devices to grid ser-
vices. Compared to other mobile/wireless grid projects, we
focus on developing efficient resource management solutions
for resource discovery and data placement by leveraging con-
text information of mobile hosts, e.g. mobility, energy pro-
files and intermittently availability of grid resources.

Our MAPGrid project addresses how to provide effective
Quality of Service (QoS) for mobile applications by lever-
aging intermittently available grid resources. We have ap-
plied techniques from graph theory, neural nets, etc. to deal
with quality-aware discovery of grid resources for QoS-based
mobile applications (targeting streaming multimedia appli-
cations). We develop an intelligent mobile data placement
mechanism on grid proxies that effectively balances trade-
offs between replication cost and data access cost by apply-
ing knowledge of grid availability and data request patterns
of mobile users [15]. We also proposed an integrated solu-
tion that adapts to dynamic changes in device energy con-

sumption and unpredictable grid resource availability with-
out compromising application QoS [8]. In this paper, we fo-
cus on addressing dynamic grid resource reprovisioning for
mobile applications when user mobility pattern changes.

The initial prototype of MAPGrid assumes a WLAN in-
frastructure. We built the prototype system over a network
of volunteer desktop machines located at different buildings
at UCI. In [9], we address practical issues of implement-
ing MAPGrid system. We introduce a comprehensive and
versatile system design, where fine grained and well-defined
meta-level services enable flexibility in easy plug-in of differ-
ent policies. The underlying implementation of MAPGrid
subsumes a multithreading model for multitasking the var-
ious models for resource discovery and data placement ser-
vices, which scales well in performance. Our design and im-
plementation incorporate concerns for synchronization, flex-
ibility and easy plugging-in of these policies. The mobile
client uses either a Sharp Zaurus handheld device that runs
on Linux or a windows laptop. To allow for easy extensi-
bility and re-use, the prototype MAPGrid implementation
uses the Globus Toolkit, along with standardized messaging
interfaces such as XML for metadata exchange.

We designed a mobile application for testing our system
performance. We implemented a video stream application
tested on the laptop computer, where video clips are dis-
played by JMF (Java Media Framework) at laptop mobile
clients. When mobile user moves among wireless regions,
data service connection will be changed to closer proxy ma-
chine as scheduled by the broker, i.e. downloading file from
nearby proxies during the service period. Our download
process has a reduced switch-over time compared to that of
without changing proxy connection. Fig. 7 shows the GUI
for a mobile client to select his preferred service type [11].

Figure 7: The MAPGrid video application

We also implemented other grid-based mobile applica-
tions. For example, requests from mobile handheld users, as
shown in Fig. 8, are scheduled onto nearby proxies. Based
on one user’s location, nearby grid proxy customizes a local
map to a proper size with this user’s and other users’ loca-
tions. Fig. 9 shows a XML snippet for defining the crop-
ping map service of the proxy. We are currently integrating
proxy-based techniques developed by DYNAMO project [1]
into MAPGrid. We believe our MAPGrid system will lead
to promising applications for mobile grid environments.
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Figure 8: A customized map application on mobile
handheld devices
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